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WAITING
Cynthia Hohn
He was tired. He was so tired he didn't even attempt to
open his eyes. He knew it was morning. The cart of
breakfast trays was rolling noisily through the corridor and
women were calling cheerful, child-voiced Helios and
Goodmornings somewhere along the rows of rooms. And
he knew what the room looked like, so there was no
practical reason to open his eyes. He lay flat on his back,
watching the swirling dark and light move across his eyelids.
It seemed to him a remarkable phenomenon that the human
eye never stopped seeing. Even when his eyes were shut he
watched the oil slick patterns guide across his field of vision.
He had never noticed this before; he had simply gone to
sleep at 12:45 every night. But that was during a time when
sleep was something he dreamed about, wished for, during
his precious spare moments of the day, and something that

spread quickAy ovt»t Vum al ii\*iV\ a cie\\c.\ouH, ^>v\\. Now, the situation
eternal instead of something escaping\ike ahandfu\f warm
water. Ah yes, that was the main difference between then
and now. But he had not lost his great appreciation for that
wonderful state of unconsciousness. Sleep was a goal which
he still strove for. Granted, he needed it differently then than
he needed it now.
His bones rested their fragile weight against the mattress.
He felt very small underneath the sterile crispness of the
sheets and the heavy wool blanket that covered him. He
wanted so much to sleep again. His eyes were closed, his
body relaxed. He was more than ready for sleep, but the
depressing circumstances were that he had just awakened,
and there was that chart which showed percentages of food
consumed per meal per patient. There was probably also
some demerit system; a personality analysis being
formulated from this data. Breakfast was being served, and
the record of whether or not he ate it meant whether the
nurses would scold him or continue to tease him with their
mother-like coos of sympathy. He had grown quite
impatient, almost angry with those women. Why couldn't
they just leave him be? He could tell by their sudden bursts
of teeth as they entered the room that they didn't want to
deal with him. He pressed his head further into the pillow
and rocked it slowly from side to side. He was wishing he
could lock the door. He was wishing so hard it nearly
became a prayer, but he didn't say amen at the end of his
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l .1 i In k lo .iMiiouiu t' to the room tli^it i! h,ul made it
through another hour. Time was dragging. He wanted sleep.
He began practicing his muscle relaxing exercise, and 85
percent effective method devised by Dr. Markis as a definite
cure for insominia. Toes relax, feet relax, feel heavy; ankles,
calves relax, feel heavy against the mattress; knees, thighs
relax, heavy, sinking deep into the bed. A calm, powerful
voice within his head shouted the commands. When he
reached his shoulders, his entire body jerked. It was an
internal sort of slipping, falling sensation, nothing that could
actually be perceived by a doctor or nurse. Simultaneously
frightening, exhilarating and relieving, he let this feeling slice
through his concentration. Finally, there was nothing and he
waited.
A hissing sound interrupted the smooth blankness of his
mind. As it grew louder he identified the noise. It was the sound
of rushing water moving through the pipes between the
bedroom walls. It reassured him that she'd be up shortly.
She was leaning against the aqua Formica countertop which
bordered the sink. The kitchen was below the bedroom so
he could practically feel her every movement through the
thinness of the plaster, paint and wood that separated them.
He lay beneath the dark violet bedspread like a horizontal
cadet at attention. The overhead light was shining directly
into his eyes; it was painful after such a long day. The light
seemed to shoot through his eyes and pierce straight
through his head until it hit the far side of his skull with its
frozen intensity. But, he always waited for her with the light
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himself against the two p\\\ows behmd h\ back and tried to
focus on something else to relieve his mind of the \\ght. His
eyes chose the highboy dresser across the room. He studied
its structure, calculating how its maker had constructed it.
He could see the tiny circular plugs of wood which had been
used instead of nails or screws. There were two such marks
near the edges of each of the six drawers. The thin,
crescent-shaped handles for each drawer were brass. The
middle of each handle gleamed, but the edges of the
handles, which had remained untouched even after years of
use, were a dull green. On top of the smooth, polished wood
of the dresser was his wallet. He considered this worn slip of
brown leather as much a part of his person as his left hand. It
was with him every day for eighteen years and rested each
night on the dresser when he put on his pajamas for bed,
patiently waiting for the next morning. It was comforting to
see it there, lying flat and inert on the corner of the highboy.
He never carried any important demoninations in it. He
wasn't sure why, and as he listened for the sound of dishes
to cease, he considered this useless question.
There was a brief pause in the clattering of the dinner
plates as she picked up each piece to be dried. Occasionally,
a slight, high-pitched squeak filtered through the floor of the
room from a dish that was almost dry and didn't need the
few extra vigorous rubs of the red-checkered kitchen cloth.
He smiled to himself at the strange quality of the sound. But
overall, the thought of her leaning against the counter,
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His body felt so weak he didn't know if he could actually
make it through the entire fourteen hours before he could
sleep again. His muscles were more relaxed than he had
ever thought humanly possible. For a moment he was afraid
if they became any more relaxed they might dissolve into
liquid. He was amused by the creativity of this idea. But, his
thoughts were interrupted by a soft thumping sound. It
confused him until he recognized that it was simply the
rhythmic drips of the rust and chlorine stained sink which
had broken the stillness of the room and his concentration.
As he focused on this sound, he became aware that it was
accompanied by familiar trodding footsteps. Nurse Ryan
and her famous white shoes entered his room. She carried a
aluminum tray of Farina and a glass of a dark, syrupy juice.
The glass jiggled spastically against the circular depression
in the tray which had been created especially for it. He could
not comprehend why she was in his room. It wasn't time to
get up. He was waiting for his wife and his feet were still cold.
But her huge voice boomed anyway: "Good morning, Mr.
LaRosa, and how are we?" At this cue his eyes forced
themselves open automatically and his lips quickly formed a
smile. Then he began nodding in answer to her questions.
First nod, he was feeling just fine. Second nod, he loved
Farina and milk. Third and fourth, yes, prune juice was a
great way to start the morning. Fifth, sixth and seventh his neck muscles were becoming tense and tired and he
knew this whole act would be impossible to keep up much
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longer. But she kept turmg away, and hw» \w\te \wou\dtee up
any moment. He had been waiting so \ong now, and this
white blur was not going to interfere. He was going to have
to ask her politely, yet firmly, to leave the room. They could
go over these trivialities some other time. He raised his hand
from between the sheets and waved its flat palm at the loud,
undefined space of whiteness that seemed to hover over
him. The noise stopped and he told her in a respectful
manner that he was waiting for his wife. The blur was still; no
voice came from it. The poor old woman, he thought sadly,
maybe she was going deaf.
She just stood there, huge, looking down at him. But,
after a while her voice came again, this time a quiet,
secretive sort of tone. She was saying she understood, but
that a grown man, like himself . . .
Yes, he agreed with a nod, he was a grown man.
. . . should be able to remember that Mrs. LaRosa had
passed away twenty-one years ago.
Twenty-one years ago, he thought, that was a very long
time to live alone. He turned this statement over and over in
his mind. He figured it must be extremely difficult to deal
with such a loss, but he was much too tired to ponder such
thoughts, and it was time for his Farina.
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His body felt so weak he didn't know if he could actually
make it through the entire fourteen hours before he could
sleep again. His muscles were more relaxed than he had
ever thought humanly possible. For a moment he was afraid
if they became any more relaxed they might dissolve into
liquid. He was amused by the creativity of this idea. But, his
thoughts were interrupted by a soft thumping sound. It
confused him until he recognized that it was simply the
rhythmic drips of the rust and chlorine stained sink which
had broken the stillness of the room and his concentration.
As he focused on this sound, he became aware that it was
accompanied by familiar trodding footsteps. Nurse Ryan
and her famous white shoes entered his room. She carried a
aluminum tray of Farina and a glass of a dark, syrupy juice.
The glass jiggled spastically against the circular depression
in the tray which had been created especially for it. He could
not comprehend why she was in his room. It wasn't time to
get up. He was waiting for his wife and his feet were still cold.
But her huge voice boomed anyway: "Good morning, Mr.
LaRosa, and how are we?" At this cue his eyes forced
themselves open automatically and his lips quickly formed a
smile. Then he began nodding in answer to her questions.
First nod, he was feeling just fine. Second nod, he loved
Farina and milk. Third and fourth, yes, prune juice was a
great way to start the morning. Fifth, sixth and seventh his neck muscles were becoming tense and tired and he
knew this whole act would be impossible to keep up much
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longer. But she kept turmg away, and hw» \w\te \wou\dtee up
any moment. He had been waiting so \ong now, and this
white blur was not going to interfere. He was going to have
to ask her politely, yet firmly, to leave the room. They could
go over these trivialities some other time. He raised his hand
from between the sheets and waved its flat palm at the loud,
undefined space of whiteness that seemed to hover over
him. The noise stopped and he told her in a respectful
manner that he was waiting for his wife. The blur was still; no
voice came from it. The poor old woman, he thought sadly,
maybe she was going deaf.
She just stood there, huge, looking down at him. But,
after a while her voice came again, this time a quiet,
secretive sort of tone. She was saying she understood, but
that a grown man, like himself . . .
Yes, he agreed with a nod, he was a grown man.
. . . should be able to remember that Mrs. LaRosa had
passed away twenty-one years ago.
Twenty-one years ago, he thought, that was a very long
time to live alone. He turned this statement over and over in
his mind. He figured it must be extremely difficult to deal
with such a loss, but he was much too tired to ponder such
thoughts, and it was time for his Farina.

